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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Linking astrology with the seven rays enables people
to recognise their own deepest qualities. According to the ageless wisdom, the seven rays are
cosmic streams of energy that pervade all life on earth. Astrology and the Seven Rays introduces the
psychological application of the rays, giving insights that could not otherwise be obtained from the
astrological chart. Bruno Huber discovered a new method that can be used by both specialist and
layman to determine the rays in the individual horoscope. This enables you to find your own
personal ray combination, and those of others. Astrology and the Seven Rays opens up a new
approach to esoteric psychology and esoteric astrology, and provides insight into the process of
spiritual development. Bruno and Louise Huber have taught a new dynamic direction of astrology
for over thirty years, reflected in their series of eight books on astrological psychology. Their work
was grounded in the esoteric teaching of Alice Bailey and in the psychosynthesis of Roberto
Assagioli. They are founders of the internationally known Swiss school of astrological psychology in
Zurich. The...
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ReviewsReviews

Completely essential read through ebook. This can be for all who statte there was not a well worth reading. You wont really feel monotony at at any time of
your own time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you request me).
-- Maud Mitchell-- Maud Mitchell

A high quality book as well as the font applied was exciting to read through. This can be for all those who statte there was not a well worth looking at. I
discovered this ebook from my i and dad recommended this ebook to find out.
-- Mr. Monserrat Wiegand-- Mr. Monserrat Wiegand
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